
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The project RockINEurope has come a long way since its initial conception, and it have reached 
into additional areas in which preliminary ideas were not necessary directed at. Simultaneously, 
we maintained close attention to the core of the project, which is establishing an international 
medium, a platform serving as a base for professionals in Acrobatic RR to gather the relevant 
literature to set a universal common ground in terms of training curriculum and rating systems 
for anyone working towards building a career in Acrobatic RR. 
 
Additionally, the ARCK platform will also provide not only sport related pieces of professional 
literature, but also pedagogical and psychological bodies of knowledge to create a 
comprehensive educational atmosphere that Acrobatic RR requires, as it is a sport that involves 
a great sense of emotions. 
 
We have also put emphasis on the criteria according to which experts are chosen, so that the 
platform will have an equally represented ratio of professional members. However, the pace at 
which the processing and gathering of the professional literature is tied to experts’ availability. 
The end of the series of international Acrobatic RR events are closing, therefore we will have a 
greater amount of involvement from experts, allowing us to gather more data on statistical 
regards. The trial version of the website was presented online to an international audience of 
professionals and a detailed presentation was given at the WRRC General Assembly. It has been 
received exceptionally well, with all participants agreeing that we have created a seriously 
required, niche work. 
 
As in other educational fields, gathering literature and inventing new teaching methods are a 
constant work. Therefore, our database dedicated for professional pieces of literature is meant 
to be an ever-changing and improving medium for experts, coaches, and athletes. 
 
As to how the crucial elements and the activities were carried out, we have maintained contact 
through e-mails, organized meetings, and meet-ups at various sport events. Each member of the 
consortium contributed to the tasks according to their respective professional background, 
making it easier to work around the project from different angles, providing a solid foundation 
for the platform. 
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